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What PE kit do I need? 

Black school PE leggings/tracksuit bottoms, blue school PE t-shirt, 

trainers and white sports socks/school blue PE football socks.  

4 Can perform both the set and dig technique in a practice situation. 

5 Can serve accurately and effectively using an underarm technique. 

6 Able to use a basic spike technique.  Digs and sets are of good height and accuracy. 

7 Can dig under pressure and adapt the technique in a variety of positions. 

8 Able to play an overarm serve technique to good effect.  Good movement on court. 

9 Effective in defence including the use of the block at the net. 

10 Significant influence on the game.  Competent in all techniques with minimal errors. 

Assessment Criteria 

P9 Personal Demonstrate a growth mind-set, always seeking opportunities to learn and improve 

further. 

S9 Social Mentor and develop others.  I learn effectively from social situations and I am a con-

fident leader. 

Big Questions 

1. How can we keep the ball alive and pass to a team mate effectively? 

2. How do you serve? 

3. How do we perform the volley technique and integrate into gameplay? 

4. How do we perform the underhand dig technique and integrate into gameplay? 

5. What team formations and attacking skills can we use in gameplay? 

6. Why is it important to understand the rules of the game?  

 

Web Links: 

One minute, one sport– Volleyball 

https://tokyo2020.org/en/sports/volleyball/  

Best volleyball actions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S58CzDq0O2I  

https://tokyo2020.org/en/sports/volleyball/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S58CzDq0O2I


Pass (dig) How did you get on? 
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Use of legs 

 

 

Setting How did you get on? 
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Where do you have to serve from in volleyball? 

 

What rules should players close to the net be aware 

of? 

Why is the net so high in volley-

ball? 


